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Assessment Report, December 2009
Organization
Surat Municipal Corporation, Gujarat
Address:
Surat Municipal Corporation,
Mahanagar SevaSadan,
Muglisara, Surat 395001,
Gujarat, India

Project:

Door to Door Garbage Collection & Disposal Project.
About the Project:
Even before getting awarded the Best Performing City of India Jawaharlal Nehru National Urban Renewal
Mission (JNNURM)on Dec.3,2009, Surat Municipal Corporation hasbeen performing asone ofthe best asfar
astaking care of the basic amenities of its citizens. This report takes look at how the practice of Door to Door
Garbage RemovalProject and Bio-Medical Waste Removaland Treatment Project is performing. Both projects
hold the status of "one of a kind" in Gujarat, the first being implemented on PPPwhile the second on BOOT
basis. Interviews of the SMC stakeholders including the Commissioner, Mayor, Project-in-charge officers,
supervisors, treatment facility operator and an in-depth field survey of the residents of Surat revealed an
extra-ordinary team at work to make their city the Best! Door to Door garbage collection system in
accordance with norms of MSW (M & H) rule; 2000 was put in to commission in November 2005 while BioMedical Waste Management Project started operating on BOOTbasison January 1,2003 in accordance with
Biomedical waste (M&H) Rulesof 1999.Both the projects were awarded after the tender processing to the
private agencies for sevenyears keeping in mind the "financial sustainability" on part of the private sector.
The contract for the later has been extended for fourteen years after it got the recognition also at
international levelfor its replicability.
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Surat: A Brief Profile
Surat city has emerged as the nerve centre of economic activities in
Gujarat. It is popularly known as 'silk city' aswell as 'diamond city'. It
isa hub of industrial activities both small and large. Besidessmall and
medium industries of textile and diamond polishing, large industries
like KRIBHCO,NTPC,ReliancePetrochemicals, ONGC, ESSAR,Larson
and Toubro, Shelletc. havealso added to the prosperity of the city.
Das (1997) noted that with a changing industrial landscape and
growth in its economic activities, the city of Surat not only attracted a
substantial amount of capital, but also a large proportion of migrant
population from within Gujarat, aswell asall part of the nation. In last
few years, the city limit has extended three times; eight nagarpalikas
and 27 villages merged with Surat city in December 2006. 1 It is
second largest city in Gujarat after Ahmadabad.
The city is divided into sevenzones and 38 wards. There are 72 ward
offices under seven administrative zones to devolve responsibilities
for all civic functions like health, sanitation, drinking water, and Solid
Waste Management (SWM)etc.
Surat has one of the oldest municipal governments in the country
which was established in 1852. In 1964, due to increase in
population, the Surat Municipality became Surat Municipal
Corporation (SMC).It is governed by the Bombay Provincial Municipal
Act 1949 which has been amended from time to time. The
governance of the city has however changed significantly after the
outbreak of the 1994 "plague". The Health Department has
undertaken numbers of measures. It launched 'public health
mapping' programme for strengthening the health infrastructure and revival of work ethics among health
workers. Under this programme, a massivecampaign was launched to clean sewage lines and septic tanks.
Sweeping streets and garbage collection on a regular basis became the hallmark of the civic body i.e. Surat
Municipal Corporation. It was mandatory to clean streets twice daily. Group cleaning- 'safai' including brushing
and scrapping was done in the afternoon. Private players were also encouraged to provide their vehicles for
cleaning tons of garbage. In fact, the city which was known as
the 'dirtiest city' is now acclaimed asthe second cleanest city of
the country (by INTACH) 2. This drastic change was brought
about by the SMC especially under the skillful supervision of
Municipal Commissioner S.R.Raoand during his 'safai abhiyan'
programme citizens played a key role.
htpp//www.Wikimediafoundation.org Inc
After the plague a three member environmentalist group of
Indian National Trust for Art and Culture Heritage (INTACH)a
premier organization working for preserving Indian Cultural
heritage visited, asa part of their clean India.
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Solid Waste Management

Projects

Door to Door Garbage Collection & Disposal System
The South Gujarat university bearsthe name of oneof the most zealous poets of Gujarat - Veer Narmad. Being
born and brought up in Surat, Narmad always held his head high in declaring his Surat as "My Surat! the city
of Gold!" Indeed, a beautiful city on the banks of river Taapiwas envied by many for its riches! But alas! Theso
called "plague" marred the golden face of Surat in mid 1990's. Surat was declared as one of the dirtiest,
filthiest, and unhygienic cities of India! The media reports highlighted as if there's havoc in the city by
showing the photos of loads of garbage on the roads and animals feeding themselves on them, creating a
"not-so-good" sight of Surat to be reminded of! Surat was in dire need of a face-lift. Only timely and drastic
measurescould savethe city of its crisis. And to the fortunes of Surat, the Surat Municipal Corporation got
into rapid action under the leadership of the commissioner, Mr.Rao.To start with, a centralized and then a
decentralized processof waste collection and disposal were implemented within six months after the news of
outbreak. The political wing had the sole interest of public health and hygiene at heart and together with the
support of the citizens, excellent resultswere achieved.Thedemolition and cleanlinessdrives of the then SMC
officials are still being remembered for its pro-people actions! Separate wards, zones and districts were
decided upon to make the cleaning of all areas more efficient and effective. Slowly yet systematically, the
planning of SMCpaved its way to success.
To make the system of cleaning the whole city on regular basis, the residential as well as commercial waste
collection method had to be implemented. Corporation took some stiff measuresand heavily punished those
who were responsible for littering at public places.The tender notices were issuedfor the interested private
agenciesto pick up waste from doorto door and dispose it off to a central location, decided by SMC.
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After the success of first experiment, three agencies have been nominated for seven years to give the full
coverage of all seven wards of the city. Being a city with the population of more than 40 lacs and the area of
325Sq. km., Surat had to have a comprehensive system of Municipal Solid Waste management. To make the
city cleaner, safer and greener, a door to door garbage collection system in accordance with norms of MSW
(M & H) rule; 2000 was put in to commission, inaugurated by the chief minister Mr. Narendra Modi in April 04
on experimental base to cover three out of seven zones. After a lapse of about six month time the system was
reviewed by an independent agency named Center for Social Studies (CSS) and based on the report of CSS,
the system was extended further in November '05 to cover all seven zones. There after nagarpalikas and
villages located on boundary of Surat city were merged respectively in March '07 & Nov. '08. At present, about
8, 61,835 residential and 1, 64,335 commercial complexes
with total population of about 40,00,000 is being covered
under the system.
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The Need for SWM

The Intention is to strengthen the Municipal Solid Waste (MSW) collection system in the area of urban local
body. It is the responsibility of Local self government body to provide all the amenities to its citizens and fulfill
the basic needs of infrastructure- water supply, sewage system and management of municipal solid waste. Of
these three basic services, Surat has successfully pioneered in the field of Municipal Solid Waste
Management.
Before the implementation
of Door to Door garbage collection system it was normal practice to throw
household waste open on the street from where it was collected by sweepers in handcarts for the disposal in
nearby containers. This resulted in overall filthy & dirty appearance of the street as well as around the
container spot. After the implementation of daily Door
to Door garbage collection system in the morning
hours from 7 am till 1 pm; it has now become the
practice of every citizen to store the household waste
temporarily
in dustbin till Door to Door garbage
collection vehicle arrives. This has made a good
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improvement in the overall scenario. Sense of good hygiene and awareness towards environment are visible.
On request form shop keepers, waste collection system is made operative in second shift from 5 pm to 11 pm
to facilitate commercial units.
The residents were provided with containers & dustbins to collect the household waste. Ward wise nuisance

spots were identified from where MSWwas collected for its disposal to final disposal site. The main drawback
of this collection systemwas stray animal nuisancefound at each dustbin and nuisancespot, even rag pickers
were also found doing segregation activity at spots which resulted into filthy appearance. Initially, Door to
Door collection system was implemented as Pilot Project with the use of tractors which were not close body
vehiclesi.e. the transportation was not being done as per prescribed norms.
Mr. EliyasPathan, Executive Engineer for SWM project praised the courage and long-term vision on part of
SMC to go ahead with the implementation in 2004. A single agency could not have managed such a big
project single handedly, so three agencies were assigned. The success due to the utter dedication, coordination and team work of all the concerned partners has made the project noteworthy. Quality isobserved
on daily basis,job guarantee for the workers of agencies is assuredfor a certain period, payments are made
on time through SMC are some of the factors which Mr. Pathan cited responsible for the project to be
awarded asthe
"Best Practice".
The main aspect of the project is its compliance with MSW Rules-2000.As vehicle is supposed to collect the
household waste from the doorsteps of the residence,residents developed a habit of storing their garbage in
a bin till vehicle of Doorto Door collection system reachesto them.
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Description

of system:

Before implementation of this system, the feasibility with respect to the size of ward, population of ward and
network of roads was studied for fixation of TPM Schedule (Time Place & Movement Schedule). After taking
decision for implementation of Door to Door Garbage Collection System, it was first started as Pilot project in
one ward of all zones. This activity was initially carried out through open tractor and thereafter based on the
results of the Pilot project; it was extended over all seven zones through tender process.
Three agencies to whom work is entrusted for period up to February 2011 have deployed brand new close
fabricated vehicles of various categories (I.e. HGV/MGV.LGV) painted with green colour. The waste collected at
transfer station is transported to final disposal site (i.e. at Moje : Village Khajod which is 16 KM away from
Mugalsarai, main building) through Hydraulic trucks (HGV) deployed by private agencies.
In the recent past, eight nagarpalikas and 27 villages located on the boundary of city have been merged in city
to make the total area of city as 335 sq.km. Of these eight nagarpalikas and 27 villages; the Door to Door
garbage collection is extended for nagarpalika areas since February 2007.Planning is on to implement the
system in villages as soon as possible.

Objectives
The main objective of this system has been the implementation of the MSW rules-2000. The other objectives
are related to create awareness towards overall conditions of health of the residents and hygiene of the city. It
also aims at improving the environment by timely collection of waste from every residence / shop on daily basis.
Reduction in the number of placing big containers at certain spots will eventually help in less number of stray
animals moving around container spots and will also reduce air and water pollution due to filthy smell and
overflowing of semi-liquid waste.
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Strategy used to achieve the Objectives
Selection of type of vehicle based on the width of existing road.
Coverage of number of residences on each route - between 1,000 and 3,000.
Strengthening the existing system of garbage collection.
Creating public awareness by one-on-one and group meetings.
Drivers and "Swachchhta Mitra" are provided with uniforms & identity Cards, with each vehicle.
Concession period of this project is kept as Seven years keeping in mind the useful life of vehicle and
recovery of the investment by the agency.
All the pick-up vehicles are equipped with proper alarm system to let the residents know of their arrival
at the door step regularly etween 7:00 am to 1.00 pm.
Facility of second shift is scheduled for collecting waste from commercial units during 4.00 pm to
11.00 pm daily in each zone.
The system operates 365 days in a year with no holidays.
Creating Public Awareness through various campaigns has been made the part of agency's
responsibilities.
Centralized complaint management system is set up at the Head office of Mugalsarai & Contractor's
office with modern communication facilities.
Provision for segregated waste collection (Dry & Wet).
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Field Su rvey
It usually is a normal practice to support the assessment of any implemented public project with the findings
gathered by the survey team. A special team of the 40 MSW students of Veer Narmad South Gujarat
University was elected to take an in-depth field survey of the residents of Surat during the first week of
December 2009. The students gathered much needed information to evaluate the working of the DDGC
project in various areas, between December 3- 7,2009. As mentioned earlier, our team surveyed about 530
respondents from different localities of Surat. An extensive questionnaire was prepared on the project to
find out the performance and satisfaction level.

Introduction:
Surat, the city of Diamond and Silk has risen like a phoernxbtrttout of "plague outbreak"of 1994. Outbreak
of various diseases has changed the attitude & approach of Surat Municipal Corporation (SMC) and the
citizens. The year 1994 however proved to be a turning point in the history of the City. The attitudinal change
inculcated a sense of belonging and pride for the city. Citizens of Surat wholeheartedly changed their
centuries old habit of throwing rubbish out of their windows which ultimately made the governance
initiative a success. They continue to do their bit for their city.
The most important initiative launched in mid 1990s was to monitor, regulate and stream line garbage
collection system and its disposal. It was believed that the so called plague had happened due to the nearly
nonexistence of management of solid waste. In fact, SMC's entire post plague philosophy was guided by the
necessity of effective sol id waste ma nagement.
The structural plan of governance created most favorable condition for the administrative staff to feel
confident and motivated. The clear and precise knowledge of one's role as a health inspector, sweeper, city
Engineer or Town Planner created a very crucial step in creating a natural mechanism of accountability and
transparency. All local government initiatives had this core agenda and it continues to be the case today.
The essential link between Solid Waste Management (SWM) and public health is now firmly embedded in
the minds of all municipal employees and citizens. Visibly clear and filth free city is in itself a very significant
achievement for a city once known as the filthiest in India. SWM remains the pivotal area of concern for SMC.
The present study tries to assessthe usefulness of Door to Door Garbage Collection Programme in the city of
Surat.

SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT
'Solid Waste is defined as the organic and inorganic waste materials produced by households, commercial,
institutional and industrial activities that have lost their value in the eyes of the first owner.' 3 (Huysmand
Baud 1994). It is also defined as "material that no longer has any value to a human being who is responsible
for it, and is not intended to be discharged through a pipe line."{Cointreau, 1982)
Municipal Solid waste Management (MSW) is a mandatory service of Urban Local Bodies in India. The SMC
has revamped the conventional garbage collection system. As per NIUA study the collection of solid waste
has increased from 30% in 1995 to 98% in 2006.To honor the guidelines provided by Hon'ble Supreme Court
and to comply the MSW Rule 2000, Surat introduced the door to door garbage collection (DDGC) system in
April 2004.DDGC system aims at making zero container cities. And therefore it is the responsibility on the
part of the DDGC program
to ensure proper collection, segregation, transportation,
processing and
disposal of municipal wastes.
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Initially the program was confined to three zones, covering 37sq. km area and fifty percent population.
In November 2005, the program is made operative in seven zones covering almost the whole area of the old
city, 112.28sq.Km area. The service of DDGC Program is also expanded to newly merged area and at presents
8 Nagarpalikas and 27 villages are covered under this program. Door to Door collection system with closed
body vehicles is operative in 8 Nagarpalika areas, where as this system for 27 villages is operative through
tractors.
Total 11 Lacs Units are covered under this system. Zone level micro planning mostly deals with issues of solid
waste management. Allocation of material and personnel are constantly monitored to make sure that near
total coverage is achieved for the entire city. Time and motion plans for effective deployment along with an
intimate knowledge of conditions at ward level help in maintaining a very clean city.
Marijik Huysmanand IsaBaud (1994) ,cite the definition of Solid Waste in the Secondchapter of volume edited by IsaBaudand Hans
Schenk(1994) titled" Solid Waste Management: Modes Assessments,Appraisalsand Linkage in Bangalore ",Manohar Publishers,New
Delhi.
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Some private sector participation has been allowed in the garbage disposal function and at present about
60% of the garbage is being handled by private contractors. Two main practices that contribute to greater
efficiency are emphasized by the SMCstaff: Eacharea is cleaned at least once in every24 hours in either one
of the two working shifts for cleaning staff- 7 am to 11 am and 2.30 pm to 5.30 pm.
Main roads, markets and public placesare cleaned during the night. Under the DDGCprogram present daily
municipal waste about 631.502 M.T.Collection isdone with the help of 238 No. of vehiclesin 585 total trips.
Apart from DDGCprogram SMC has given contract to the private agencies for various servicesincluding
removal of dead animals, biomedical waste collection and disposal etc. Dead animals from the streets are
removed by SMC but processing activities have been given to private party. The debris and other waste
collected from construction and demolition sites are transported by private agencies. Biomedical waste and
Industrial waste disposal isalso carried out by private agencies.
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The basic sample unit in the study was the household from where garbage was collected under the DDGC
Programme in seven zones. Researcher selected different route and different types of structure namely high
rise, row houses, slum, commercial etc. which were given weights through stratified sampling method. Due
to constraints of time and budget 530 nos. respondents were drawn from seven zones. The author
examined the peoples' attitude and usefulness of services of garbage collection and disposal were studied.
A short questionnaire was formed to assess utility of the services. Questionnaire includes questions relating
to regularity of garbage collection, ways of collection, people's perception about worker's behaviour and
any changes do the people would like to have in DDGC service. Collected data was analysed through
frequency and percentage tables. Bar charts, Pie charts were prepared to represent the obtained
percentage.
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The DDGC programme can be seen as a part of the larger system of SWM of Surat city. The gathered
information from the respondents was mainly related to door.to door collection of garbage. The assessment
reflects a broader urban environment perspective.
Expansion of DDGC service has also been taking place with extended geographical boundaries of Surat city
from 112.28 Sq.km to 326.515 Sq.km. in last two years which is noticed from chart nO.5.1 that 97.4 %
respondents have replied that the facility of garbage collection is availed by them.
DDGC service is also available on regular basis. 90.3% of respondents
have replied positively, where as 9.7% replied negatively for the
regularity of service. Irregularity of DDGC service is commonly found
among the interior part of slums and newly merged area. (Chart No.2)

Chart No.1

Table No.1

Ways of disposing

garbage

Valid

Useof Open Plot
Total

before DDGC Service
Frequency
201
32
220
77
530

P~~~~nts
37.9
6.0
41.5
14.5
100.0

Availability

of garbage collection

Chart No.2

Table No.2

In case of irregularity

of GCV

~~~qtJen~y Velid Percent·
12
6.7
100
55.6
Throw out of Home
68
37.8
Total
180
100.0
System
350
530
'~,'i MJ.<~,I&

Missing
Total

Respondents have become more
conscious about using of
community bins for disposal of garbage in case of irregularity of
garbage collection vehicle (GCV), 55.6% of respondents dispose
collected garbage in community bins ( chart No.2) whereas 37.9 %
respondents were using community bins before the introduction of
DDGCprogram.( TableNo.1)

Regularity

of Garbage collection

Chart No.3

It isthe responsibility of private agency of DDGCto make people aware
about their presence.And therefore they usewhistling as an effective
way of making people aware about their presence.
ways of knowing arrival
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of G.C.V

facility

Chart No.3 positively supports the effort of workers of collecting more of garbage. 84.4% people come to
know about the arrival of the garbage collection vehicle through whistling by the" swachchhatamitra",
13.5% people come to know about the arrival of the garbage collection vehicle through horning and other
people came to know about the arrival of the garbage collection vehicle because of the shouting of the"
swachchhatamitra" 'Kacharo Apajo' (Give Garbage).
As per the Hon. Supreme Court guidelines, "swachchhatamitra"
has to
pick up garbage from doorto door and dump it into GCV, but analysed
data does not support the implementation
of guidelines of Hon.
Supreme Court.
Chart 5.4 reveals clearly that 58.4% of the people
dump the garbage in to Garbage collection vehicle, where as 41.6 %
replied that "swachchhatamitra"
picked up garbage from the dustbin
kept at the door. Usually 3 to 4 " swachchhatamitra"
come with
garbage collection vehicle in the street.
Table No.3

People

~*-

Things thrown in garbage
Valid

Missing
Total

Paper
PaperBoxes, Food,
Glasse, Everyday's
Glasse,Everyday's
Total
System

Dumping of Gat·bage in to garbage

Frequency
1

Velid Percent
.2

518

99.8

519
11
530

100.0

It Chart No.5

Advantages

I
~

It is clearly revealed from the data analysis that 99.8% of respondents
throw unused food items, boxes, paper and even glasses in the garbage.
It indicates that people throw wet and dry wastage together. 4.2 % of
respondents complained about garbage collection vehicle not picking up
of debris & garden waste which included branches, weeded plants, etc.
(Table 3)
I"":
~--,
~-~--""""""
Chart NO.6

Respondents were very clear about the advantages of the
DDGC service. As chart no.5.5 reveals clearly that 50% i
respondents emphasized that DDGC helps to remove the
dirt from surroundings. Respondents clearly mentioned
that DDGC has been playing significantly positive role in
maintaining cleanliness in their homes as breeding of
mosquitoes have reduced which has resulted in disease- III
free atmosphere at home.
Study also reveals that overall respondents carry positive
impression about behavior of 'swachchhatamitra'
while
collecting garbage.

60

40

':

L-I_~ _

I
Need of
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any

changes

in

DOGe

coI Iec cLcn vehicle

Chart No.7
Awareness

Chart No.9

Chart NO.8
about

disposal

of garbage

Separation

Bearing of expenses

Opinion of people was askedabout whether they require any change in DDGCservice.However, it is clearly
indicated from the chart nO.5.6 that 72.5% respondents do not want any major change in the DDGC
service. Only 1.3% would like to have twice a day service. 4.2 % of respondents want GCVshould collect
garden garbage and debris.
It is surprising that 84.4% people are ignorant about the place and the processof the collected garbage.
Educational programme about use of garbage in production of compost fertilizer and bio gas which is
further used in generating electricity would definitely motivate people for separate collection of garbage,
dry and wet, which in turn will make garbage segregation processeasyand fast.
Peoplewere found enthusiastic about segregation of dry and wet garbage. Almost 91.3% of respondents
showed readinessto segregate garbage at home if the bagsare provided by SMC(Chart No.8).
The study also revealsthat 97.5% of respondents feel that they do not have to bear any direct expensesfor
this DDGCservice. However they do not mind giving cash or kind at the time of festival as a token of
appreciation. (Chart No.9)
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Overall data analysis indicates that citizens of Surat city are very contended with
administration of DDGC
service because of regularity and punctuality. Furthermore people are happy to have this facility without
paying direct cost.
When it is the prime aim of DDGC program to make zero container city, more efficiency and regularity on the
part of governance of SWM is required specifically in newly merged areas. SMC should make some other
feasible provision for small streets ,called "sheries" in Gujarati language where GCV is not able to reach.
There is a need for educational awareness program, about SWM procedure, with the aim to make people
aware about disposal of dead animal, debris and garden wastes.

References:
(1) http://www.suratminicipal.gov.in/content/city/demographics.shtml
(2) Patel, A. and Trivedi, V. (2005). Solid Waste management- midterm evaluation of door to door garbage
collection programme in three municipal zones of Surat. Centre for Social Studies.
The above attached report shows how excellent a practice of PPPcan work for the benefits of citizens.

The Practice of PPP
Handling of Door to Door Refuse / Garbage System is entirely carried out by SMC through its own budget.
However, initial investment on the procurement of vehicle is being made by the contractors/agency for
which the agency is to be paid on weight per MT of collection. While inviting tenders, due care was taken to
include the clause for propaganda of Door to Door garbage collection system. As the agency is paid for the
work executed on per MT basis; it becomes their practice to implement innovative ideas for improvement in
present system of collection. The agencies are conducting surveys at regular intervals and make changes in
TPM schedule for maximum coverage.
Details given by Asst. Engineer, SWM at SMC, Mr. Paresh Gohil revealed that
Government of Gujarat has allotted about 200 hectares of land at Khajod on
lease for 30 years for the purpose of SWM. SMC has spent about Rs.39 lacs to
raise an earthen boundary around this disposal site where a treatment plant
has been built by a private agency to treat and recycle the waste. Out of 1100
MT of daily collection of garbage, 400 MT is being segregated, treated and
recycled at this plant. The rest is being dumped in open space. Plans are in
progress to recycle and reuse 600 MT per day according to Mr. Gohil. Various
materials, being produced from the waste does generate some income for the private agency but still it's
going to take a long time before the investment can be recovered.
'0-

~

w_

;~~~,.1t'~

-

". -

The disposal site remains active at all times. The work is also going on to make all six open spaced transfer
stations where all DDGC is being collected, covered at the expense of RS.20crores.
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As the Commissioner, Ms. S. Aparna
explained, PPP system has proven
effective
for a city like Surat
because of certain factors, which
were taken care of before its
commission.
The long
term
contract
of seven years was
thought of keeping in mind the
usefulness
of the
vehicles
purchased by the agency as well as
repayment of the money invested
to perform the services. Fairly good
feedback from the residents and
constant vigilance by the SMC
officers make the system work
efficiently.

Dumping sight - Khajod
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Grievance Redressel System
Grievance redresselsystem is developed at each ward office where a resident can contact an authority to
make a complaint regarding non-coverage of any society / household unit under the Door to Door garbage
collection system. Phone numbers of the supervisory staff are communicated to the concerned residents
under their control. Many vehicles are marked with the telephone numbers to let residents communicate
with the agency staff and get their complaints solved.
With big trophies and citations decked up on his table, the mayor Mr. Ranjit Giletwala is more than willing
to accept even negative responsefrom the residents if that can help tightening any loopholes in the system.
He stressedthe importance of constant monitoring by the SMC officials to make the system more people
friendly at the same time congratulated the residents of Surat for all the awards which Surat is getting for
having Best Environment Friendly Project, Best Reforms, Best Public Transport and above all being the Best
Performing City in the nation!

Contributory

Factors for Success

- Paymenton weight basis
- Long term (sevenyears)contract period through PPP
- Peopleparticipation and general awarenesstowards
cleanliness
- Closemonitoring of system by SMCofficials
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Every project related to health and hygiene is checked for its sustainability with respect to financial
implications and the improvement of overall environment. Here environmental impact as compared to
financial implications is more important. As described earlier, this system has played vital role in improving
the habit of local citizens resulted in improvement of environment. The concession period is kept as seven
years keeping in mind the useful life of vehicle that made the project economically viable.
SMC is paying RS.1800 lacs per annum to various agencies against collection of 625 M.T. of garbage per day.
The rate for first year of collection was kept as RS.630/- per M.T. and at every successive year 5% increase in
the rate is given to agency to compensate the inflation.
As part of its commitment and responsibility to provide SWM system to the residents, SMC is willing to bear
some losses against the revenue it generates form the charges it collects from the taxpayers. As Mr.Sharad
Mehta, Asst. Commissioner of Finance, SMC described, during first four years of the implementation ofthe
system, only 20% from the total of property tax collected was being charged towards SWM expenses. Since
2008, Rs.240/per residential while Rs.480/per commercial unit is collected towards SWM by SMC. Even with
this collection, only about 50% (27 crore rupees) of the cost is being recovered. But as Mr. Mehta said, "basic
context is that taxpayer should be able to afford the charges." Central Government allocates funds for
capital projects but services are to be managed by the local urban body. Either more recovery from the
taxpayer or power generation from the waste can help reduce the deficit according to Mr. Mehta. Aptly, Mr.
Mehta summed it up the achievement of SWM system with just a line saying "Success is, because it's user
friendly."

Source of finance for the sustainability
system

of the

Mr. Sharad Mehta, A. C FinanceAll the capital investment is
being done by agenciesand contract period is kept as7 years
which is attractive to recoverthe capital investment made by
the agency. The other main factor of sustainability is the
mode of payment on weight basis(per MT), which is also an
attractive factor for agency to continue working hard. As far
as financial aspect of Municipal Corporation is concerned,
user charges are imposed from 2007-08 for MSW
management system which recovers the cost of Door to
Door collection systemto some extent.

Society Anudan Scheme Deputy Commissioner
of Health,
Dr. Hemant Desai SMC has been involved with the project
from the beginning. He explained in details about the grant
(anudan) scheme of SMC. Initially the cleaning activity
carried out by Municipal Corporation was limited to main
roads of the city but due to the extension of city limits and
development of new areas,the need to keep them clean was
also assuredto SMC.To keep the goal of day to day cleaning
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intact it was resolved by competent authority of Municipal Corporation to involve Societies on PPPbase for
internal cleaning of Societies. This PPPscheme is popularly known as Anudan scheme. The priority behind
this Anudan scheme is the involvement of residents in activities related to overall health & hygiene.
In absence of any perfect system for removal of solid waste from residential & non-residential
issue related to general health was at great risk.

societies the

To eliminate this risk it was decided by Municipal Corporation to formulate the scheme under which society
can be involved for maintaining the internal cleanliness. After series of meetings; it was decided
unanimously to consider 25 % of overall lay out area of a society as the area to be paid to the society under
Anudan scheme. At present total 545 numbers of societies are benefited under this scheme.
It is resolved via standing committee resolution NO.310 dated 6/3/1999 to make payment to residential and
non residential societies at the rate of 40 paisa and 45 paisa per sq.mt. respectively on account of
maintaining cleanliness.
If this amount comes less than Rs.1000/- Per month then minimum of RS.1000/- per month is paid to the
society. Under Anudan scheme the society will have to arrange for sweepers and on production of
satisfactory work completion certificate from president of the society payment due is paid to the society
every month.
Implementation
of Anudan scheme has resulted in overall improvement of environment of society and
thereby of the city. It is the practice of Municipal Corporation to issue certificate of excellence to first three
societies with maintaining good work. The level of work executed during the year is reviewed for giving
certificate of excellence. This type of incentive motivates other societies to execute good quality work.
This scheme is sustainable because society does not have to make any expenditure other than wages to be
paid to laborers employed and cost on account of purchase of sanitary equipments.
Dr. Desai also gave details about the collection of waste from restaurants and hotels at night. Waste is
carried out through a tractor to the SMC's transfer station. Hotels and restaurant owners have to arrange for
the tractors. He added that because of the proper waste disposal, cases.of water and vector borne diseases
have been curtailed.
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Replication of the project
The core essenceof SMCs successstory can be replicated by way of effective transfer of knowledge and
experience through various tools of communication. Before the implementation of Door to Door garbage
collection system; tenders were invited and the work was awarded to successful bidders with the lowest
rates which is a common practice. This process can be modified, altered and tailored to suit the different
conditions within the norms of MSW Rules2000. Thefacility which is initiated by SMCwithin the framework
of MSW Rules2000 can serveasrole model for other cities of samesize.This systemwith some modifications
looking to the characteristics of waste to be handled can be adopted in the interest of overall environment to
make it sustainable. The biggest and important advantage of this model is that here local body is not
required to make any investment except for payment of monthly bill raised by contractor for quantum of
MSW lifted. The contract is awarded for the period of seven years considering the useful life of vehicles
deployed by the agencies.
Pre-requisite conditions for replication of this system
Area, population and habits of people are required to be studied befor implementing sucha big project.
Propersurveyis required to ascertain the proper data and preparation of bid document with due careto
bind the agencyfor executing the project effectively and efficiently.
SMC's SWM system as a model
Representativesfrom various urban local bodies and city officials from the state and outside of the state
havevisited Suratto observethe operation of systemand checkout whether it can be replicated in their
region. Thesmooth operation of the systemsinceApril 2004 hasbecome an attractive feature for
replication.SMC officials aswell asagencyworkers are willing to provide necessaryinformation and help
to study the systemwith field visits.
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PPP Approach
Ms. S. Aparna,
Commissioner of Surat made it all clear when she described the contributory
replication of SWM project1.
2.
3.
4.

factors for successful

Economic stability and financial viability on part of the city to start and then maintain the efficiency of
the project
Sufficiently big size of the city makes it easy to nominate an agency and choose contractors
Supervising system should be in place as constant monitoring curtails unnecessary expenditure
Stress should be given on providing a lot of IEC(Information, Education & Communication)

Besides these factors, feedback from the public and actions to accommodate
can make the system more "user friendly".

the constructive suggestions

SURAT MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM IN ALL SEVEN ZONES OF SURAT
SRNo

Description

Zone area

Zone

Central

South West

East

West

North

South

Limbayat

Population

413641

243333

711516

287144

416370

407980

397257

2877241

8.18

111.912 .

37.525

51.279

36.363

61.764

19.492

326.515

114026

79947

201332

102490

119069

13001

114970

861835

52134

10866

35456

13268

14676

16005

21930

164335

5

Zone area in
sq. km
No. of residential
unit
No. of Commercial
unit
Total of 3 & 4

166160

90813

236788

115758

133745

29006

136900

1026170

6

No. of route

113

58

131

60

76

62

66

566

7

No. of vehicles
deployed
Average garbage
collection in MT/day

44

24

51

30

36

24

24

236

98

65

172

75

128

57

83

678

2
3
4

8

*Source: SMC Office Report, 2009
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The observations made by the assessment team are on the lines of claims made by SMC regarding its SWM
project of Door to Door Garbage Collection system.
It indeed is a matter of pride for SMCto experiment, implement and maintain the project as efficiently as it
was thought of at the planning stage. The commitment of SMCis well matched with three agencieswho've
been assignedthe work of picking up garbage from residential aswell as commercial areason daily basis.A
small lapse in the routine can easily be excused keeping in mind the factors involved, especially workers.
Residentshavewoken up to the necessityof keeping the city clean or face the hazardous consequencesyet
it's going be a long way before they realize the importance of segregation at the source for wet and dry
waste.

Western concepts of recycle reuse and complete awareness towards hygiene may take a while to be
absorbed in our cities. Lackof common civic sensealso hinders the activity taken up by corporation for the
interest of citizens.
PPPprojects do need 100% collaboration from all parties concerned. People,esp. slum dwellers and migrant
workers hesitate to be a part ofthe systemasthey are either not 'payingtax, indulge in illegal activities or just
becauseof ignorance towards the usefulnessof waste management for all the residents.
On the brighter side, there are a handful of citizens who would not hesitate to call a health supervisor or even
a mayor for garbage not being picked up or their streets not being cleaned for more than a day. A
commissioner even wouldn't mind stopping for a while to tell a truck driver to cover the garbage with
tarpaulin. All sorts of complaints are given due importance to make the system more effective and in turn to
create as much awarenessamong people at large.
Besidesgroup meetings at societies, more and frequent coverage in mass media can definitely be of great
help to the corporation.
Assessment: December2009
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